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Introduction
Plain Kolmogorov complexity C (x) of a binary string x was defined in [4] as the minimal length of a program that computes x. (See the preliminaries or [2, 5, 9] for the details.) It was clear from the beginning (see, e.g., [12] ) that complexity function is not computable: no algorithm can compute C (x) given x. In [1] a stronger non-uniform version of this result was proven: for every n there exists a string x of length n such that conditional complexity C (C (x)|x), i.e., the minimal length of a program that maps x to C (x), is at least log n−O(log (2) n).
(If complexity function were computable, this conditional complexity would be bounded.) In Section 1 we revisit this classical result and improve it a bit by removing the log (2) n term. No further improvement is possible because C (n) ≤ n+ O(1), therefore C (C (n)|x) ≤ log n + O(1) for all x. We use a game technique that was developed by Andrej Muchnik (see [8, 7, 11] ) and turned out to be useful in many cases. Recently Elena Kalinina (in her master thesis [3] ) used it to provide a proof of Gacs' result. We use a more detailed analysis of essentially the same game to get a better bound.
For some c, a bit string x is C -random if n − C (x) ≤ c. Note that n + O(1) is the smallest upper bound for C (x). A variant of plain complexity is prefixfree or self-delimiting complexity, which is defined as the shortest program that produces x on a Turing machine with binary input tape, i.e. without blanc or terminating symbol. (See the preliminaries or [2, 5, 9] for the details.) The smallest upper bound for K (x) for strings of length n is n + K (n) + O(1). For some c, the string x is defined to be K -random if n + K (n) − K (x) ≤ c.
Robert Solovay [10] observed that K -random strings are also C -random strings (for some c ′ ≤ O(c)), but not vice versa. Moreover, he showed that some c and infinitely many x satisfy |x| − C (x) ≤ c and
He also showed that for C -random x the left-hand side of the equation is upperbounded by K (K (n)|n) + O(1), which is bounded by log (2) n + O(1). Later Joseph Miller [6] and Alexander Shen [8] generalized this, by showing that every co-enumerable set (i.e., the complement is enumerable) containing strings of every length, also contains infinitely many x such that the above equation holds. (Note that the set of C -random strings is co-enumerable but the set of Krandom strings not.)
In Section 2 we provide a short proof for Solovay's result using the improved version of Gacs' theorem. Then we generalize it by showing that for some c and every n there are strings x of length n with n − C (x) ≤ c and
This is very close to the upperbound K (K (n)|n) − O(1), which was shown by Solovay [10] . By the improved version of Gacs' result, we can choose n such that K (K (n)|n) = log (2) n + O(1). For such n we obtain Solovay's theorem with the c log (3) |x| term replaced by a O(1) constant. Preliminaries: Let U be a Turing machine. The plain (Kolmogorov) complexity relative to U is defined by
If the machine U is prefix-free (i.e., for every p, y such that U (p, y) halts, there is no prefix q of p such that U (q, y) halts) then we write K U (x|y) rather than C U (x|y), and refer to it as prefix-free (Kolmogorov) complexity relative to U .
There exist plain and prefix-free Turing machines U and V for which C U (x|y) and K V (x|y) are minimal within an O(1) constant. We fix such machines and omit the indexes U ,V . If y is the empty string we use the notation C (x) and K (x).
1 Complexity of complexity can be high Theorem 1. There exist some constant c such that for every n there exists a string x of length n such that C (C (x)|x) ≥ log n − c.
To prove this theorem, we first define some game and show a winning strategy for the game. (The connection between the game and the statement that we want to prove will be explained later.)
The game
Game G n has parameter n and is played on a rectangular board divided into cells. The board has 2 n columns and n rows numbered 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 (the bottom row has number 0, the next one has number 1 and so on, the top row has number n − 1), see Fig. 1 .
Initially the board is empty. Two players: White and Black, alternate their moves. At each move, a player can pass or place a pawn (of his color) on the board. The pawn can not be moved or removed afterwards. Also Black may blacken some cell instead. Let us agree that White starts the game (though it does not matter).
The position of the game should satisfy some restrictions; the player who violates these restrictions, loses the game immediately. Formally the game is infinite, but since the number of (non-trivial) moves is a priori bounded, it can be considered as finite, and the winner is determined by the last (limit) position on the board.
Restrictions: (1) each player may put at most 2 i pawns in row i (thus the total number of black and white pawns in a row can be at most 2 i + 2 i ); (2) in each column Black may blacken at most half of the cells.
We say that a white pawn is dead if either it is on a blackened cell or has a black pawn in the same column strictly below it.
Winning rule: Black wins if he killed all white pawns, i.e., if each white pawn is dead in the final position. 2 white pawns in row 2 and 1 ≤ 2 1 white pawn in row 1, as well as 1 ≤ 2 2 black pawn in row 2 and 1 ≤ 2 0 black pawn in row 0). Black loses because the white pawn in the third column is not dead: it has no black pawn below and the cell is not blackened. (There is also one living pawn in the fourth column.)
How White can win
The strategy is quite simple. White starts by placing a white pawn in an upper row of some column and waits until Black kills it, i.e., blackens the cell or places a black pawn below. In the first case White puts her pawn one row down and waits again. Since Black has no right to make all cells in a column black (at most half may be blackened), at some point he will be forced to place a black pawn below the white pawn in this column. After that White switches to some other column. (The ordering of columns is not important; we may assume that White moves from left to right.)
Note that when White switches to a next column, it may happen that there is a black pawn in this column or some cells are already blackened. If there is already a black pawn, White switches again to the next column; if some cell is blackened, White puts her pawn in the topmost white (non-blackened) cell.
This strategy allows White to win. Indeed, Black cannot place his pawns in all the columns due to the restrictions (the total number of his pawns is n−1 i=0 2 i = 2 n − 1, which is less than the number of columns). White also cannot violate the restriction for the number of her pawns on some row i: all dead pawns have a black pawns strictly below them, so the number of them on row i is i−1 j=0 2 j = 2 i − 1, hence White can put an additional pawn. In fact we may even allow Black to blacken all the cells except one in each column, and White will still win, but this is not needed (and the n/2 restriction will be convenient later).
Proof of Gacs' theorem
Let us show that for each n there exists a string x of length n such that C (C (x|n)|x) ≥ log n − O(1). Note that here C (x|n) is used instead of C (x); the difference between these two numbers is O(log n) since n can be described by log n bits, so the difference between the complexities of these two numbers is O(log log n).
Consider the following strategy for Black (assuming that the columns of the table are indexed by strings of length n):
• Black blackens the cell in column x and row i as soon as he discovers that C (i|x) < log n − 1. (The constant 1 guarantees that less than half of the cells will be blackened.) Note that Kolmogorov complexity is an upper semicomputable function, and Black approximates it from above, so more and more cells are blackened.
• Black puts a black pawn in a cell (x, i) when he finds a program of length i that produces x with input n (this implies that C (x|n) ≤ i). Note that there are at most 2 i programs of length i, so Black does not violate the restriction for the number of pawns on any row i.
Let White play against this strategy (using the strategy described above). Since the strategy is computable, the behavior of White is also computable.
is not blackened, so C (i|x) ≥ log n−1. Therefore, C (C (x|n)|x) ≥ log n−O(1).
Remark: the construction also guarantees that C (x|n) ≥ n/2 − O(1) for that x. (Here the factor 1/2 can be replaced by any α < 1 if we change the rules of the game accordingly.) Indeed, according to white's strategy, he always plays in the highest non-black cell of some column, and at most half of the cells in a column can be blackened, therefore no white pawns appear in the lower half of the board.
Modified game and the proof of Theorem 1
Now we need to get rid of the condition n and show that for every n there is some x such that C (C (x)|x) ≥ log n − O(1). Imagine that White and Black play simultaneously all the games G n . Black blackens the cell (x, i) in game G |x| when he discovers that C (i|x) < log n − 1, as he did before, and puts a black pawn in a cell (x, i) when he discovers an unconditional program of length i for x. If Black uses this strategy, he satisfies the stronger restriction: the total number of pawns in row i on all boards is bounded by 2 i . Assume that White uses the described strategy on each board. What can be said about the total number of white pawns in row i? The dead pawns have black pawns strictly below them and hence the total number of them does not exceed 2 i − 1. On the other hand, there is at most one live white pawn on each board. We know also that in G n white pawns never appear below row n/2 − 1, so the number of live white pawns does not exceed 2i + O(1). Therefore we have O(2 i ) white pawns on the i-th row in total. For each n there is a cell (x, i) in G n where White wins in G n . Hence, C (x) < i + O(1) (because of property just mentioned and the computability of White's behavior), C (x) ≥ i and C (i|x) ≥ log n − 1 (by construction of Black's strategies and the winning condition). Theorem 1 is proven.
Version for prefix complexity
Theorem 2. There exist some constant c such that for every n there exists a string x of length n such that C (K (x)|x) ≥ log n − c and K (x) ≥ n/2. This also implies that K (K (x)|x) ≥ log n − c.
The proof of C (K (x)|x) ≥ log n − c goes in the same way. Black places a pawn in cell (i, x) if some program of length i for a prefix-free (unconditional) machine computes x (and hence K (x) ≤ i); White uses the same strategy as described above. The sum of 2 −i for all black pawns is less than 1 (Kraftinequality); some white pawns are dead, i.e., strictly above black ones, and for each column the sum of 2 −j where j is the row number, does not exceed n j>i 2 −j < 2 −i . Hence the corresponding sum for all dead white pawns is less than 1; for the rest the sum is bounded by n 2 −n/2+1 , so the total sum is bounded by a constant, and we conclude that for x in the winning column the row number is K (x) + O(1), and this cell is not blackened.
Strings with maximal plain and non-maximal prefix-free complexity
In this section we compare two measures of non-randomness. Let x be a string of length n; we know that C (x) ≤ n + O(1), and the difference n − C (n) measures how "nonrandom" x is. Let us call it C -deficiency of x. On the other hand,
in some other way; we call this quantity K -deficiency of x.
The following proposition means that K -random strings (for which Kdeficiency is small; they are also called "Chaitin random") are always C -random (C -deficiency is small; such strings are also called "Kolmogorov random").
Proposition 3 (Solovay [10]). |x|+K(|x|)−K(x) ≤ c implies |x|−C(x) ≤ O(c).
Proof. We use a result of Levin: for every string u
and, on the other hand, for any positive or negative integer number c:
Hence, K(x|n) ≥ n − O(c), thus K(x|n) = n + O(c) and thus: C(x) = n + O(c).
R. Solovay showed that the reverse statement is not always true: a Crandom string may be not K -random. However, as the following result shows, the K -deficiency still can be bounded for C -random strings:
Proposition 4 (Solovay [10] ). For any x of length n the inequality C (x) ≥ n−c implies:
Proof. The proof uses another result of Levin [1, 2, 5] : for all u, v we have the additivity property
To prove Proposition 4, notice that n = C (x) = K (x| C (x)) = K (x|n) with O(c)-precision. By additivity we have:
. Putting these observations together, we get (with O(c)-precision)
Observe that
The following theorem shows that for all n the bound K (K (n)|n) for Kdeficiency for C -random strings can almost be achieved. The error is at most O(log K (K (n)|n)).
Theorem 5.
For some c and all n there are strings x of length n such that n − C (x) ≤ c, and
By corollary, infinitely many C -random strings have K -deficiency log (2) |x|+
, and hence, a slightly stronger statement than proved by Solovay [10] is obtained.
Corollary 6.
There exists a constant c and infinitely many x such that |x| − C (x) ≤ c and |x|
Before proving Theorem 5, we prove the corollary directly.
Proof. First we choose n, the length of string x. It is chosen in such a way that K (K (n)|n) = log (2) n + O(1) and K (n) ≥ (log n)/2 (Theorem 2). (So the bound of Proposition 4 is not an obstacle.) We know already (see equation 1) that for a string x with C -deficiency c the value of K -deficiency is O(c)-close to K (x|n) − K (x|n, K (n)). This means that adding K (n) in the condition should decrease the complexity, so let us include K (n) in x somehow. We also have to guarantee maximal C -complexity of x. This motivates the following choice:
• choose r of length n − log (2) n such that K (r|n, K (n)) ≥ |r|. Note that this implies K (r|n, K (n)) = |r|+ O(1), since the length of r is determined by the condition;
• let x = K(n) r, the concatenation of K(n) (in binary) with r. Note that K(n) has at most log (2) n + O(1) bits for every n, and by choice of n has at least log (2) n − 1 bits, hence |x| = n + O(1).
As we have seen (looking at equation (1)), it is enough to show that K (x| K (n), n) ≤ n − log (2) n and K (x|n) ≥ n (the latter equality implies C (x) = n); all the equalities here and below are up to O(1) additive term.
• Knowing n, we can split x in two parts K (n) and r. Hence,
, and this equals K (r|n, K (n)), i.e., n − log (2) n by choice of r.
• To compute K (x|n), we use additivity:
By choice of n, we have K (K (n)|n) = log (2) n, and the last term simplifies to K (r| K (n), log (2) n, n), and this equals
Remark 1: One can also ask how many strings exist that satisfy the conditions of Corollary 6. By Proposition 4, the length n of such a string must satisfy K (K (n)|n) ≥ log (2) n − O(1). By Theorem 2, there is at least one such an n for every length of n in binary. Hence such n, can be found within exponential intervals.
Remark 2: One can ask for these n, how many strings x of length n satisfy the conditions of Corollary 6. By a theorem of Chaitin [5] , there are at least O(2 n−k ) strings with K -deficiency k, hence we can have at most O(2 n−log (2) n ) such strings. It turns out that indeed at least a fraction 1/O(1) of them satisfy the conditions of Corollary 6. To show this, note that in the proof Theorem 5, every different r of length n− |q| = |n|− log (2) n+ O(1) leads to the construction of a different x. For such r we essentially need K (r|n, K (n), q) ≥ |r| − O(1), and hence there are O(2 n−log
Proof of Theorem 5. In the proof above, in order to obtain a large value K (x|n)− K (x|n, K (n)), we incorporated K (n) in a direct way (as K (n) ) in x. To show that C(x) = K(x|n)+O(1) is large we essentially used that the length of K (n) equals K (K (n)|n) + O(1). For general n, this trick does not work anymore, but we can use a shortest program for K (n) given n (on a plain machine). For every n we can construct x as follows:
• let q be a shortest program that computes K (n) from n on a plain machine (if there are several shortest programs, we choose the one with shortest running time). Note that |q| = C (K (n)|n) + O(1) = C (q|n) + O(1) (remind that by adding some fixed instructions, a program can print itself, and that a shortest program is always incompressible, thus up to O(1) constants: |q| ≥ C (K (n)|n) ≥ C (q|n) ≥ |q|), by Levin's result (conditional version), the last term also equals K (q|n, |q|) + O(1);
• let r have length n − |q|, such that K (r|n, K (n), q) ≥ |r|. Note that this implies K (r|n, K (n), q) = |r| + O(1), (since the length of r is determined by the condition).
• We define x as the concatenation qr.
We show that C (x) = n + O(1) and that the K -deficiency is at least |q| − K (|q| |n) + O(1). To show that this implies the theorem, we need that
which is for a = K (n) the conditioned version of Lemma 7:
Following the same structure as the proof above, it remains to show that K (x| K (n), n) ≤ n − |q| + K (|q| |n) and K (x|n) ≥ n (the latter equality implies C (x) = n); all the equalities here and below are up to O(1) additive term.
• Knowing |q|, we can split x in two parts q and r. Hence, K (x| K (n), n, |q|) = K (q, r|n, K (n), |q|). Given n, K (n), |q| we can search for a program of length |q| that on input n outputs K (n); the one with shortest computation time is q. Hence, K (q, r|n, K (n), |q|) = K (r|n, K (n), |q|), i.e., n− |q| by choice of r, and therefore K (x| K (n), n) ≤ n − |q| + K (|q| |n).
K (x|n) ≥ K (x|n, |q|) = K (q, r|n, |q|) = K (q|n, |q|)+K (r|q, K (q|n, |q|), n) .
By choice of q we have C (q|n) = |q|, and hence by Levin's result K (q|n, |q|) = |q|. The last term is K (r|q, |q|, n) which equals K (r|q, n) = n − |q| by choice of r. Hence, K (x|n) ≥ |q| + (n − |q|) = n.
Proof. Note that K (a) − C (a) ≤ K (C (a)). Indeed, any program for a plain machine can be considered as a program for a prefix-free machine conditional to it's length. Hence, we can transform a plain program p to a prefix-free program by adding a description of |p| of length K (|p|) to p. Hence it remains to show 2 K (C (a)) ≤ 3 K (K (a)) + O(1). Solovay [10] showed that K (a) − C (a) = K (K (a)) + O(K (K (K (a)))) , hence, | K (K (a)) − K (C (a))| ≤ O(log K (K (a))) .
